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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new image hashing scheme satisfying robustness 
and security is proposed. We exploit the property of 
dimensionality reduction inherent in compressive sensing/sampling 
(CS) for image hash design. The gained benefits include (1) the 
hash size can be kept small and (2) the CS-based hash is 
computationally secure. We study the use of visual information 
fidelity (VIF) for hash comparison under Stirmark attacks. We 
further derive the relationships between the hash of an image and 
both of its MSE distortion and visual quality measured by VIF, 
respectively. Hence, based on hash comparisons, both the 
distortion and visual quality of a query image can be 
approximately estimated without accessing its original version. We 
also derive the minimum distortion for manipulating an image to 
be unauthentic to measure the security of our scheme. 
Index Terms—Authentication, Compressive sensing, Image 
hashing, Robustness, Security, and Visual information fidelity.
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A media hash is a content-based compact representation of a 
digital multimedia signal, which has been applicable extensively. 
Usually, an image hashing scheme should meet the following five 
requirements [1]-[5]: (1) perceptual robustness; (2) collision 
resistance; (3) one-way and unpredictability; (4) database retrieval 
efficiency; and (5) manipulated image quality estimation. Recently, 
compressive sensing (CS) [6]-[12] has been successfully 
applicable to image authentication [4]-[5] based on its superiority 
in random projection for sparse signal and computational security. 
In [4], an image authentication scheme based on CS and 
distributed source coding (DSC) was proposed, where the image 
hash is derived from the DSC-encoded quantized random 
projection coefficients of an image. To perform authentication, a 
DSC decoder decodes the received hash bits with the test image 
serving as the side information, where the authenticity depends on 
the success/fail of the DSC decoding. A similar scheme was also 
proposed in [5]. 

In this paper, a robust and secure image hashing scheme via 
CS and visual information fidelity (VIF) is proposed, which can 
meet the above-mentioned five requirements. The novelties and 
advantages from exploiting CS and VIF of our scheme can be 
summarized as follows: (1) low-complexity hash extraction: the 
hash can be simultaneously extracted while acquiring an image 
using the CS single-pixel imaging camera [9] and computational 
security can be guaranteed without performing additional 
randomization process; (2) short hash length: coming from the 
highly sparse signal dimensionality reduction capability of CS; (3) 
advanced hash comparison: the highly sparse signal reconstruction 
capability for hash comparison; (4) perceptual robustness: the hash 
comparison via VIF is robust against attacks; and (5) the 
estimations for both image distortion and visual quality via hash 
comparisons. The major differences distinguishing our scheme 
from [4]-[5] include: (1) both the random projection and 
reconstruction capabilities for sparse signal of CS are exploited in 

our scheme, whereas only random projection is exploited in [4]-[5]; 
(2) in terms of hash comparison, both the two metrics, MSE and 
VIF, are exploited in our scheme, whereas DSC decoding is 
exploited in [4]-[5]; and (3) both image distortion and visual 
quality can be estimated in our scheme, whereas only distortion 
can be estimated in [5]. 
 

2. BACKGROUND 
2.1. Compressive sensing (CS) 
Assume that a basis matrix  with size N×N can provide a K-
sparse representation for a real value signal (e.g., image signal) x 
with length N. That is, x =  and  with length N can be well 
approximated using only K << N non-zero entries. CS [6] states 
that x can be accurately reconstructed by taking only M = 
O(Klog(N/K)), K < M << N, linear measurements from: 

y = x,                                           (1) 
where y is an M×1 measurement vector, and  is an M×N 
measurement matrix controlled by a secret key, which is 
incoherent with . The M measurements in y can be viewed as the 
compressed and encrypted version of x. We have found that CS, 
achieving dimensionality reduction, is useful to represent a hash. 
2.2. Visual information fidelity (VIF) 
In [13], a novel image quality assessment, called visual 
information fidelity (VIF), ranged from 0 to 1, is proposed. To 
quantify the visual quality of a distorted image, an image 
information measure is proposed to quantify the information 
presented in its original version and how much of this information 
can be extracted from the distorted image. In particular, VIF 
models images in the wavelet domain using Gaussian scale 
mixtures, where a scale-space-orientation wavelet decomposition, 
called the steerable pyramid [14], is used, which has been shown 
to be translation- and rotation-invariant. We have found that these 
properties are suitable to measure the similarity between a 
geometric-manipulated image and its original version. 
 

3. PROPOSED IMAGE HASHING SCHEME 
3.1. Hash vector extraction via CS 
Our image hashing scheme is shown in Fig. 1. First, a pre-
processing step is conducted by first converting an image x of size 
n×n to be gray level, followed by down-sampling with ratio 1/B2 to 
the image xo of size N = (n/B)×(n/B). For hash extraction, given an 
M×N measurement matrix , M << N, controlled by a secret key S, 
xo is randomly projected (Eq. (1)) to a measurement vector with 
size M, where each hash value (vector component) is quantized to 
form the final “hash vector” y = [y1, y2, …, yM]T, followed by 
entropy-encoding. For a received image x’ to be authenticated, the 
same hash extraction process with the same key is applied to 
generate the hash vector y’ = [y’1, y’2, …, y’M]T. In this paper, the 
exploited measurement matrix  is the scrambled block Hadamard 
ensemble (SBHE) matrix [10]. The basis matrix  used here is 
DWT (discrete wavelet transform) basis. For hash value 
quantization and encoding, a non-uniform quantizer (designed by 
the k-means algorithm) and a Huffman table are created. _____________________________________________________________ 
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3.2. Hash vector comparison and distortion estimation 
To compare two image hash vectors, y = [yi]T and y’ = [y’i]T, i = 1, 
2, …, M, we simply calculate the MSE between them via 
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To estimate the distortion between x’ and x, i.e., MSE(x’, x), from 
MSE(y’, y), which has also been mentioned in [5], we derive the 
relationship between them for our hash scheme as follows, and 
verify it via simulations in Sec. 4. Consider the down-sampled 
versions, x’o = ’o and xo = o, of x’ and x, respectively, where 

 is the DWT basis, eo = o’ – o, y’ = x’o, y = xo, where  is 
the SBHE measurement matrix, and A = . For simplicity, 
without taking the quantization of measurements into account, we 
have: 
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Based on the assumption that A obeys the restricted isometry 
property (RIP) [6], we have 
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where k is the isometry constant of A for all k-sparse vectors eo, 
and k is not too close to 1. Hence, we have 
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and MSE(xo’, xo)  MSE(y’, y).                                                     (3) 
We observe the relationship between MSE(x’, x) and MSE(xo’, xo) 
via the correlation coefficient between them, which is usually large 
enough. Hence, by applying linear regression technique, we have 

        2
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where 0, 1, …, t can be estimated via least squares estimation 
using training images. 
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Fig. 1. Our image hashing scheme. 

Based on RIP and Eqs. (3)-(4), we can claim that comparing 
the MSE between two hash vectors can be approximately 
equivalent to comparing the MSE of the two corresponding images. 
To decide whether x’ is manipulated from x based on MSE(y’, y), 
intuitively, if MSE(y’, y)  mse, where mse is a predefined 
threshold, x’ can be authentic; otherwise, x’ is unauthentic. 
Although, simply calculating the MSE between two hash vectors 
doesn’t take geometric manipulations into account, we will show 
that the authentication process described as follows can be robust 
to most non-geometric and slight geometric manipulations (Sec. 4) 
and provide a guideline for our advanced authentication process 
described in Sec. 3.3. By considering the two hash vectors, y and 
y’, respectively, extracted from x and x’, and letting vmse = MSE(y’, 
y), we model the image authentication problem as a hypothesis 
testing problem with two hypotheses: H0: x’ is authentic, i.e., vmse  

mse, and H1: x’ is unauthentic, i.e., vmse > mse. Because each CS 
measurement is a random projection of an image, it can be 
approximated with i.i.d. Gaussian distribution [12]. Based on 
central limit theorem, MSE(y’, y) can be well approximated by a 
Gaussian distribution when M  30. Hence, vmse = MSE(y’, y) can 

be viewed as a random variable with i.i.d Gaussian distribution. 
Then, the probability density functions, f(vmse|H0) and f(vmse|H1), 
can be, respectively, expressed as: 
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where μmse_1, mse_1, and μmse_2, mse_2, respectively, denote the 
means and standard deviations of vmse when x’ and x are relevant, 
and when x’ and x are irrelevant. Hence, the two hypotheses can be 
re-expressed as: 

H0: f(vmse|H0)  f(vmse|H1), and H1: f(vmse|H0) < f(vmse|H1).    (7) 
By substituting Eqs. (5)-(6) into H0 in Eq. (7), we can obtain that 
when x’ is authentic, the optimal vmse can be calculated as: 
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Hence, mse can be set to vmse_opt > 0. The main goal of our hash 
vector comparison via MSE in the first stage of our scheme is to 
estimate the distortion of the image to be authenticated, and 
provide a benchmark for advanced hash comparison (hash image 
comparison) in the second stage, as described in Sec. 3.3. 
3.3. Hash image comparison and visual quality estimation 
To resist geometric manipulations, we propose to compare the CS 
reconstructed images (called hash images) via VIF. With the 
benefit of the translation-invariance and rotation-invariance of the 
steerable pyramid wavelet decomposition [14] employed in VIF, 
we have observed that VIF can exhibit higher similarity between 
an image and its geometric-manipulated versions than that between 
it and other irrelevant ones. Here, a hash image is generated from 
its hash vector using the gradient projection for sparse 
reconstruction algorithm [7], which solves the convex 
unconstrained optimization problem for CS reconstruction. Let x’H 
and xH be, respectively, the hash images of the images x’ and x, 
and let vvif = VIF(x’H, xH). If vvif  vif, where vif is a predefined 
threshold, x’ can be authentic; otherwise, x’ is unauthentic. 
Different from MSE, the larger vvif is, the more similar x’ and x are. 
The threshold vif can also be similarly derived via hypothesis 
testing by assuming vvif to be a random variable with i.i.d. 
Gaussian. 

On the other hand, we have observed that the correlation 
coefficient for VIF(x’H, xH) and VIF(x’, x) is usually large enough. 
That is, the hash of an image can estimate the visual quality 
(measured by VIF) of the image itself without needing to access its 
original version. By applying linear regression technique, VIF(x’, x) 
can be estimated from VIF(x’H, xH) via 

         rHHrHHHH xxxxxxxx ,VIF,VIF,VIF,VIF 2
210   , (9) 

where 0, 1, …, and r can be estimated via least squares 
estimation using training images. 
3.4. Robustness and collision resistance of our scheme 
The robustness and collision resistance of our hash scheme can be 
analyzed via quantifying the true positive rate (TPR) and false 
positive rate (FPR). The TPR PT( vif) for our hash image 
comparison in Sec. 3.3 can be expressed as: 

   vifvifvifT HvP   0|Pr   
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In addition, the FPR PF( vif) can be expressed as: 
   vifvifvifF HvP   1|Pr   
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where μhash_1, hash_1, and μhash_2, hash_2, respectively, denote the 
means and standard deviations of vvif when x’ and x are relevant, 
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and when x’ and x are irrelevant. Similar derivations are also valid 
for our hash vector comparisons. 
3.5. Security of our scheme 
The security of our hash scheme is guaranteed by the inherent 
computational security in CS [8]. Without knowing the secret key, 
an attacker cannot get the correct measurement matrix, generate 
the valid hash vector for an image, and reconstruct the hash image 
from a hash vector. Even if an attacker knowing a key pool 
including the correct key wants to try all of them to reconstruct the 
correct hash image, it is still hard to decide which key can result in 
a successful reconstruction. 

On the other hand, the differential entropy (DE) has been 
employed to evaluate the security of an image hashing scheme [1]-
[2]. The DE for each hash value yi (Gaussian distributed with mean 
μi and variance i

2) in a hash vector y = [y1, y2, …, yM]T can be 
calculated as:      2

2 2log21 ii eyh  . By considering a whole hash 
vector y, its DE can be calculated as:       Qeyh M2log21 2 ,                   

where |Q| is the determinant of the covariance matrix Q of y. 
Higher DE implies that the secret key cannot be easily estimated. 
The DE values obtained using our scheme will be discussed in Sec. 
4. The above-mentioned properties can meet the one-way and 
unpredictability requirements of media hashing. 

In addition, let’s consider a scenario that an attacker may 
want to modify a copyrighted image so that its hash cannot be 
identified, but wish that its quality can be kept. Consider an 
original image x, its modified version x’, their respective down-
sampled versions with length N, xo and x’o, and their respective 
hash vectors with length M (M << N), y = xo and y’ = x’o, 
where  is the SBHE measurement matrix. An attacker should 
wish that MSE(x’, x) is acceptable while MSE(y’, y) > mse, so that 
he/she can use x’ without being detected. The required minimum 
MSE(x’, x) when MSE(y’, y) > mse can be derived as follows. 
Based on Eq. (3) we have MSE(xo’, xo)  MSE(y’, y). To simplify 
derivations by assuming MSE(x’, x)  MSE(xo’, xo), where  is a 
coefficient, we have: 

MSE(x’, x)  MSE(xo’, xo)  MSE(y’, y) > mse.     (12) 
Hence, the minimum MSE(x’, x) that x’ is unauthentic is mse. 
Based on our simulations from several attacks, if an image is 
decided to be unauthentic, the minimum MSE is usually MSE(x’, x) 
> 500, and meanwhile VIF(x’, x) < 0.02. Hence, even if an attacker 
can successfully modify a copyrighted image to be unauthentic, 
the modified image’s quality is usually unacceptable. 
 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
To evaluate our image hashing scheme, we conducted four kinds 
of simulations, respectively, shown in Secs. 4.1-4.4. Ten 512×512 
standard test images were used as the training images for 
estimating mse and vif, where the obtained optimal mse and vif are 
1605.58 and 0.0917, respectively. For hash value quantization and 
encoding, 70 training images were used to generate a non-uniform 
codebook with 32 codewords, where each codeword is on average 
represented by 4.78 bits via Huffman codes. Here, each 512×512 
(n = 512) color test image x was first converted to 256 gray-levels 
and down-sampled to 16×16 image xo (B = 32 and N = 256). Then, 
the 77×256 (M = 77) SBHE matrix with the secret key S = 
3587642 [10] was used to randomly project xo via Eq. (1) to get the 
measurement vector, where each component is quantized to form 
the final hash vector y = [y1, y2, …, y77]T, followed by entropy-
encoding using the codebook. Hence, the average hash length for a 
512×512 image is about 368.06 bits. The ten 512×512 standard test 
images (e.g., Baboon, F16, Lena, Pepper, etc.) outside the above-

mentioned training images were used to evaluate our scheme. 
4.1. Robustness and collision resistance evaluation 
The Stirmark 3.1 and 4.0 benchmarks [15], including total 203 
geometric and non-geometric manipulations (e.g., compression, 
brightness/contrast adjusting, noising, cropping, scaling, and 
rotation), were used to evaluate the robustness of our scheme. For 
evaluating the TPR, hash comparisons were conducted between 
each image and its 203 manipulated versions. For evaluating the 
FPR, we compare the hash for each image and the 203 
manipulated versions of each of the other nine images. The real 
and theoretical TPR and FPR values for our hash vector 
comparison are 0.9064 and 0.0795 (based on the optimal mse), and 
0.9082 and 0.0778, respectively, which are accurately matched. 
The real and theoretical TPR and FPR values for our hash image 
comparison are 0.9094 and 0.0684 (based on the optimal vif), and 
0.9793 and 0.0537, respectively, which are somewhat different 
because VIF values may be not exactly i.i.d. Gaussian. 

The ROC curves (TPR-FPR curves) [1]-[2] obtained from our 
two hash comparison strategies by adjusting the respective two 
thresholds, mse and vif, and the “feature points hash” scheme [2] 
for the ten test images are shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed that 
the performance of hash image comparison outperforms that of 
hash vector comparison. The main reason is that the hash vector 
comparison only calculates the MSE between two hash vectors 
without considering geometric image manipulations, whereas the 
hash image comparison calculates the VIF between two CS 
reconstructed images, which is robust to several geometric image 
manipulations. It can also be observed that the performances of our 
two hash schemes can significantly outperform the “feature points 
hash” scheme [2]. The authentication performances vs. each of the 
203 Stirmark manipulations for the Baboon images (vs. Lena 
images) are shown in Figs. 3-4, where it is hoped that the black 
(“+”) and pink (“o”) curves can be well separated by the blue (“-”) 
curve. It can be found from Figs. 3-4 that the “hash vector MSE” 
and “hash image VIF” between the Baboon image and its 
manipulated versions can be well discriminated from those 
between the Baboon image and the corresponding manipulated 
versions of the Lena image. 
 

 
Fig. 2. ROC curves obtained using our scheme. 

4.2. Distortion and visual quality estimation 
The true and estimated MSE values, and the true and estimated 
VIF values, between Baboon image and each of its 203 
manipulated versions are, respectively, shown in Figs. 3-4, where 
it is hoped that the green (“-.”) curve can approximately estimate 
the red (“×”) curve which is unavailable in the real situations. It 
can be observed from Figs. 3-4 that both the distortion measured 
by MSE and the visual quality measured by VIF of an image can 
be approximately estimated via our hash scheme for most image 
manipulations. 
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4.3. Evaluation of image database retrieval efficiency 
We created a database consisting of 20000 images, including the 
203 manipulated versions of each of the ten test images and 
several other images. We used each test image as a query image to 
find the top most similar 203 images, and evaluate the precision as 
NC/203, where NC denotes the number of retrieved images truly 
belonging to the manipulated versions of the query image. First, 
we roughly find the top NV images, 203 < NV << 20000, with the 
smallest MSEs between their respective hash vectors and that of 
the query image. Then, we carefully evaluate the retrieved NV 
images by calculating their VIFs between their respective hash 
images and that of the query image to find the final top 203 images. 
The average precisions (%) for the ten images are listed in Table 1, 
where it can be observed that comparison using MSE only has 
been fairly good and approximate the overall precision. The main 
reasons include: (1) different from the authentication process, the 
comparison using MSE only wants to find the top NV images 
without caring about whether the MSEs are smaller than mse; (2) 
some severely manipulated images may not be retrieved in the top 
NV images; and (3) VIF still cannot be robust to some severe 
manipulations (e.g., severe noising, severe cropping, severe scaling, 
and severe rotation operations). 
 

 
Fig. 3. The performances of hash vector comparison (MSE). 

 
Fig. 4. The performances of hash image comparison (VIF). 

4.4. Security evaluation 
We randomly selected 5000 secret keys (S) to generate the hash 
vector, and calculate the average differential entropy (ADE) for 
each hash value and the differential entropy (DE) for each whole 
hash vector. The ADE and DE values for the three images are 
shown in Table 2. It can be found that the ADE values of our 
scheme are slightly smaller than or comparable to the ADE values 
reported in [1] (without considering hash value quantization). The 

main reason is that our hash is just only extracted by CS random 
projection, followed by quantization, whose entropy can be 
intentionally increased by performing an additional randomization 
process [2]. In addition, the minimum required distortion (MRD) 
measured by MSE for the three images being unauthentic and the 
respective corresponding VIFs are also shown in Table 2, which 
are obtained from our simulations. Please note that there is 
currently no direct relationship between MRD and VIF. 

 

Table 1. Average image retrieval precisions.
NV MSE only Overall precision 
250 87.19% 87.49% 
500 87.19% 88.23% 

Table 2. ADE, DE, and MRD values obtained using our scheme. 
DE values Baboon Lena Pepper 

ADE 6.90 7.24 7.41 
DE 772.22 798.44 811.49 

MRD 
(VIF) 

661.98 
(0.0092) 

592.95 
(0.0152) 

543.41 
(0.0047)

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we exploit the characteristics of CS and VIF to 
propose a robust and secure image hashing scheme. With the 
benefit of CS, the hash size can be kept small, and the scheme is 
computationally secure. With the benefit of VIF, our scheme is 
robust to most image manipulations. We also derive the 
relationships between the hash of an image and both of its 
distortion and visual quality, respectively. On the other hand, we 
study the required minimum distortion for manipulating an image 
to be unauthentic to show the security of our scheme. 
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